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From the Editor:
Hi everyone, well where
has the year gone?
September and October
flew by without as much
as a farewell !!

I have some great articles
for you all this quarter
which I hope you enjoy.
We also have the Branch
AGM coming up in March
(see advert page 14) and if you are going and
you haven’t done anything yet, you had better get
organised and get your bookings sorted and let
the Chairman know. I am pleased to say I will be
joining those who are attending this time, which
will probably be my last trip over to the UK, it’s all
based on my age, health and my finances, air
fares are getting beyond a pension these days,
and it appears travelling by air is frowned upon by
the insurance people if you are over 77 years old!
So I look forward to catching up with all those
attending. We are now into Spring here in New
Cover Photo:
Westland Lysander Zealand with lovely blue skies and lots of
sunshine, I tend to hibernate a bit over the winter
Special points of Interest: months so it will be great to get out in the sun
again and get my legs brown again!
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Book of the Month

Top-class pilots were crucial to
the survival of Great Britain
during the dark days of the Blitz,
and playing a vital role in fending
off the German attack were the
women's section of the Air
Transport Auxiliary, a close and
dedicated circle of female pilots.
In the midst of events that would
shape history, these women
risked their lives to ferry aircraft
day and night from factory to the
arena of war, and lasting
friendships were born. Together,
Edith Allam and her fellow pilots
faced Nazi terror, class prejudice,
and the forbidden romances of
wartime - yet their remarkable
strength carried them through.
Spitfire Girls evokes all of the
drama of this extraordinary
period of history, and is a tribute
to the heroism of these brave
women, without whom the Battle
of Britain might never have been
won. Truly inspirational, it is the
tale of adventure, courage and
the relationships that shape all of
our lives.

Product Code: 8070
£7.99
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Meet Your Committee - Steve Mullis, Chairman Extraordinaire
Episode 2. My life after the RAF & being hauled back into the RAF Family with RAFA!!
Well that was the end of my dream career in the RAF as I marched, well slunked really, out of
RAF Northolt & moved to the land of concrete cows etc, Milton Keynes, to continue working as a
litho printer in “civvie street.” I was to have nothing more to do with the RAF for over 20 years!!
The next few years it was a case of adapting to life out of the service, something that didn’t come
that easy to me, both in my personal or working lives. I held a variety of positions, including night
cashier at Newport Pagnell services, coach driver at Woburn Safari Park, taxi driver, etc before I
went back into my original career of retail work within a shoe shop. Here I quickly rose to being a
manager of two £1m turnover shops at the same time, 100 mile apart but one does like a
challenge!!! It was during these years that my second daughter, Riquella, was born, who would 35
years later be jumping out of an aircraft on behalf of the branch for RAFA. I also met Julie Mullis
during 1986 & we have surprisingly been together since. Nine years after leaving the mob, we left
the shores of our birth in a 25 year old, 12ft caravan still powered by gas & headed south to Spain,
a country neither of us had never been, to begin a new life in the sun. The first two years of our
lives in Spain was spent doing various jobs where I was grateful to the RAF as I got various
commissions doing photographic work. The end of 1991 saw us open a bar called “Muttlies” which
we ran successfully for the next 7 years. Once
we had sold the bar we moved inland & started to enjoy the life of the
expat!! Around this time I started to discover the then newish thing
called the internet. It was on there, late in 1999, I got talking to an ex
Territorial Army chap called “Pedro Groves”, who just happened to be on
the committee of the local, indeed at that time, the only branch of RAFA
in Spain, the Costa del Sol Branch 1342. He invited me to lay a wreath on
Remembrance Day at the 4 war graves in the English Cemetery in
Malaga. Which obviously I did and that was the start of my journey back
into the RAF Family. Little did I know that I would organise the
Remembrance Day parade for nearly the next 10 years. Within 4 months
I had joined the branch & the committee as their Secretary. Over the next
few years the Costa del Sol branch was to spawn a new branch, the
Benalmadena branch, of which I was it’s founder member & Chairman.
Whilst still on the committee of both branches I held all positions on the Committee from Vice President to Wings Organiser
except for Welfare Officer, a position that is better suited to people with slightly more compassion than I have!! I was also
the Branch Delegate which involved attending various Area Conferences around Europe in places like Germany, Malta,
Holland etc as well as the Annual Conferences in the UK. Strong memories are kept of doing the Wings Collection in
Malaga Airport where we managed to collect over £5K a year just marching up and down the lines of people waiting to fly
home after their holidays. Moving along the coast in Spain, I became a member of the Costa Blanca (South) branch, which
was also a branch I had help set up. Spain now boasted 3 different branches, since the Benalmadena branch was renamed
the Costa del Sol branch after the initial one closed, as did the branch in Gibraltar. Very proud to be the founder of a branch
that is nearing its 20th Anniversary. Whilst living on the Costa Blanca, I still attended Conferences but stayed off the
Committee of the local branch. In 2011, following the effects of the worldwide
financial crash, we eventually returned to England. Our membership of
RAFA was retained at CHQ on the Overseas Area Roll. Whilst attending the
Annual Conference in 2015, I bemoaned the fact that, as a member of an
Area or CHQ Roll, I had no voice or voting capabilities & I was told that the
“easiest” way round that was to set up a branch that gave similar members
that all important voice. What a silly thing to say to me!!! Within six months,
the Global Branch 1370 was up & running. The third branch I had either set
up myself or assisted with the setting up of. Trust me this is the last time that
I am doing that. My goal now is to make the Global Branch into one of the, if
not the, strongest & largest branches within the Association, building on the
belief that via the branch network we can give all our members, no matter
where they live, a voice within the Association plus a strong feeling that that
they are still part of what we all hold dear, the RAF FAMILY!!!
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Aircraft Flown By The RAF - Blackburn Beverley
It was the surprise of SBAC Farnborough Air Show in 1950
where its vast bulk left the ground with ease and then
performed a slow flypast and very short landing. What stole
the show however was when it reversed back down the
runway to the amazement of the assembled industry
observers and spectators.
Sadly however, further cargo trials were disappointing with
cumbersome ground handling difficulties being the main
drawback and what proved an excellent aircraft in the air had
little merit whilst on the ground.

Blackburn's heavy-lift freighter, serving with the RAF for over
10 years
Starting life as the GAL.60 Universal, the last aircraft to be
designed by General Aircraft, it was a heavy-lift military
transport aircraft which ultimately became the Blackburn
Beverley. In its civil guise, the Universal was designed
(based on advertising material published in 1952) for ‘the
carriage of six motor cars, plus five motor cycles and up to 42
passengers’.
On 1st January 1949, General Aircraft was absorbed into
Blackburn and General Aircraft Ltd and work already in hand
at Feltham was completed at Feltham, West London before
being transported by road to Brough, East Yorkshire.
The GAL60 Universal was by no means a pretty aircraft and
many craftsmen at the Brough factory doubted if it would ever
leave the ground yet the prototype (WF320/G-AMUX) first
flew at Brough on 20th June 1950. It was a ‘box-like’ fuselage
with a large tail boom with a large rudder and fin on each
side. Access to the load bay was via rear opening doors and
a hand-powered hydraulic ramp.

A change of government, which saw Winston Churchill reelected as Prime Minister in 1951, provided Blackburn with
the funding for a 2nd prototype and the Design Team set
about a full reconfiguration of the aircraft. What emerged was
the GAL.65 which featured a modified tail boom to become a
passenger carrying area whilst clamshell doors replaced the
previous door and ramp arrangement. The original Bristol
Hercules engines were also uprated to 4 x Bristol Centaurus
units with automatic reverse-pitch propellers.
So positive was the Air Ministry reaction to the new design
changes that they actually ordered an intial batch of 20
aircraft in late 1952, despite the 2nd prototype GAL.65
(WZ889) not flying until 14th June 1953.
In keeping with the usual convention of naming large military
aircraft after towns and cities, the name ‘Beverley’ was
selected following a competition held within the workforce at
Brough. This was not really surprising as it was also the
name of the county town of the East Riding of Yorkshire.
The first production Beverley (XB259) flew on 29th January
1955 and in all 47 aircraft were constructed (inc. the two
prototypes).
The Beverley entered RAF service on 29th January 1955
with the first operation aircraft arriving at RAF Abingdon in
March 1956. The longest serving Beverley's were those
posted to the Far East such as RAF Seletar in Singapore
who continued using the aircraft as late as 1967.
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Aircraft Flown By The RAF - Blackburn Beverley

Variants
GAL.60 Mk.1 Universal Freighter

General Aircraft designation for
first prototype

GAL.65 Mk.2 Universal Freighter

Designation for 2nd prototype (B100)

Beverley C Mk.147
Production aircraft for RAF (B-101)
Built
Beverley B107Never built

Project: Enlarged capacity with
more round fuselage and Rolls-

Blackburn B107ANever built

Project: Development of B-101
based on B-107 upgrades but with
doors in the nose for cargo and
with rear doors modified for drop-

Specification
Powerplant

2 × Rolls-Royce RB168-1A Spey En-

Wingspan

44 ft 0 ins (13.41 mts)

Weight

Takeoff: 30,000 lbs (14,000 kg) Loaded:
62,000 lb (28,000 kg)

Capacity

2 crew (Pilot and Observer)

Length

63 ft 5 in (19.33 m)

Max
speed
Range

667 mph (580 kn) at 20,000 ft (6,000 m)

2,300 miles (2,000 nm, 3,700 km)

Survivors
Beverley B-101(XB259)

Fort Paull, Battery
Road, Paull nr Hull,
Yorkshire, UK

Only one Beverley has survived: XB259 is on display at Fort
Paull, just east of Hull, in England. Two other aircraft were on
public display but have since been scrapped:
XH124 was on display at the RAF Museum London, Hendon.
Kept outside, the aircraft deteriorated and was scrapped in
1989.
XB261 was on display at the Southend Historic Aviation Museum in 1971. When the museum closed it sat outside for years
being weather-beaten and vandalised. It was scrapped in
1989; however, part of its cockpit has been preserved at
the Newark Air Museum, Nottinghamshire.
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Captain Eric "Winkle" Brown CBE, DSC, AFC, MA, Hon FRAeS, RN,
and Winkle and
the other young
players idolised
him.
Winkle had been
to Germany preI visited Captain Eric
'Winkle' Brown RN, one of war when his
father was one of
Britain's most illustrious
a number of
pilots, on 27 October
Britons invited to
2011. His home in New
attend a big
Domewood was quite
gliding gathering
close to my own in
organised by
Felbridge, and as
Ernst Udet, a
someone who had long
been a student of aviation prominent figure
in German aviation and a senior Luftwaffe officer. Winkle's
history, I knew of Winkle
father wrote to Udet and asked if he would give permission for
Brown's reputation both
as a very famous wartime his 17-year-old son Eric to accompany him. Udet willingly agreed
and when they met up in Germany, Udet took the young Winkle
Fleet Air Arm pilot and
up for an aerobatic flight over the airfield. Winkle also met the
one of Britain's frontline
German's top glider pilot Hanna Reitsch, an ardent Nazi, who
test pilots based a
Farnborough. So when I was later to become a top Nazi test pilot even though she had
never had any formal training. But she was
discovered he lived so
one of Hitler's favourites so could do pretty
close, I asked if I might
much as she liked. On his return to Scotland,
visit him and at the same
Eric went to university to study history and
time buy a copy of his book Wings on My Sleeve. Although
German. He joined the University Air
Winkle was 92 years young, he readily agreed to my request so
Squadron and was given a reserve
we met at his home and for the next 3 hours I was treated to the
commission in the RAF. Before he finished
pleasure of his company as he discussed his life as an aviator,
his degree in 1939, he was sent on a short
and listened to many anecdotes and stories about his
exchange
to a German university in Munich
adventures during WWII.
teaching English. He was still there when war
I heard about his work as a test pilot at Farnborough, flying all
broke out and was arrested by the Gestapo
new types of aircraft for carrier operations, high speed
and taken in a staff car south to the Swiss
development flying and exploring how to break the sound barrier
border. As they approached the border
- and his special mission at the war's end in north Germany
crossing, Winkle was told to look through the
where he was in charge of a team responsible for
back window and to his surprise he saw his
obtaining all of the Luftwaffe's latest aircraft and weapons
beloved
MG
sports
car right behind being driven by a burly SS
systems, and bringing them back to the UK.
He was not only selected for this amazing task because he was Staff Sergeant who sat incongruously head and shoulders above
the windscreen. Winkle was then released by the Germans to
an expert test pilot, but also because he was a fluent German
drive into Switzerland where he made contact with the British
speaker, which made him ideal for the role.
Embassy and drove through France up to Calais. When he got
At 92 he still enjoyed excellent health and was unbelievably
there he wasn't able to get his MG shipped across the Channel
compos mentis for his age. Very articulate and with a
because of the traffic generated by the build-up of the British
photographic memory, his dry Scottish wit made him a most
Expeditionary Force but the British Army Harbour Master said
interesting conversationalist. We hit it off immediately and he
that if he left it with him he'd try to ship it over. True to his word,
quickly made me feel at ease. Fortunately, I had only finished
Winkle got his MG back several months later, before the
reading a copy of Wings on my Sleeve a few weeks earlier so I
retreat and evacuation at Dunkirk. Whilst the Gestapo were
was quite up to speed with the account of his flying career and
some of his family history before the war. We also talked rugby probably unaware that Winkle held a commission in the RAF at
that time, his release
was due primarily to a
repatriation deal which
ensured the safe
return of his German
student counterparts
in Britain. Why
'Winkle'? Because of
his diminutive
stature.It was a Fleet
Air Arm nickname and
because the Rugby World Cup had just concluded in New
one that was first
Zealand and he congratulated me on the All Blacks beating the
given to Lt Eugene
French in the Final to win the Webb Ellis Trophy. In his
Esmonde VC. But
Grammar school days in Glasgow, a New Zealand Geography
after Esmonde's
Master had been assigned to his school on a one year
death in a Fairey
exchange. His name was William McClymont and it was the
cause of great excitement when he first arrived because he had Swordfish engaging
been an All Black Rugby player. He was given the job of school the German Battleships Scharnhorst, Geineisenau and Prinz
rugby coach and Winkle said that he made himself an instant hit Eugen in the Channel Dash in 1941, Eric inherited the name
'Winkle' Navy-wide.
with the players because he had stepped out of the dressing
shed, strode up to the middle of the pitch and kicked a field goal After the war Winkle met Adolf Galland, the famous Luftwaffe
Fighter Pilot Ace, who told him that he had witnessed the
straight through the uprights. He could do no wrong after that
Graeme Stagg, a retired RAF Squadron Leader and Chairman of
the East Grinstead Branch of the Royal Air Forces Association
has shared his memories of Captain Eric "Winkle" Brown CBE,
DSC, AFC, MA, Hon FRAeS, RN, who died in early 2016 at the
age of 97.
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Captain Eric "Winkle" Brown CBE, DSC, AFC, MA, Hon FRAeS, RN,
shooting down of Esmonde's Swordfish during the torpedo
attack. Galland was flying a Fw190 and his squadron were
acting as air defensive
cover. However, he was
unable to fly slow
enough to shoot any
down and even with his
flaps and undercarriage
down, the Swordfish was
too manoeuvrable to line
up in his sights to shoot
at. Galland knew it was
Esmonde's Swordfish
because it was the
leading aircraft in the
attacking formation. When flying at 50ft above the sea and about
to drop his torpedo, the Swordfish was hit by a 15 inch shell and
it was blown to smithereens. Galland said that at one moment
there had been a Swordfish - and the next just a shower of
confetti. At first Winkle Brown doubted Galland's story because
he didn't believe that the German battleships could depress their
big guns low enough to hit a low flying aircraft - certainly the
Royal Navy's battleships couldn't – but Winkle learned later that
the Germans could indeed depress their guns low enough.
Winkle himself was serving in a Fleet Carrier in the Bay of
Biscay when it was attacked by a U-Boat during dinner. He
recounted how he had been sitting in wardroom in uniform when
ship was torpedoed and went on deck as the ship began to sink.
All the Grumman Wildcat fighters were fastened to the deck by
wire hawsers and as the ship keeled forward in the throes of
sinking, he heard the wire restraints holding the Wildcats snap.
Realising what had happened he instinctively ran to the side of
the deck as all the Wildcats ran away straight down the deck
taking many sailors with them as they crashed forward into the
sea - a horrible sight. Most of the surviving crew then jumped
overboard, and spent the night in the sea before they were
rescued by a RN Destroyer the next morning. Winkle put his
own survival down to the fact he was wearing his aircrew Mae
West which was a far superior buoyancy aid than the standard
sailor's life jacket because it stopped the head falling into the
water during exhaustion or loss of consciousness, and drowning.
Whilst in Germany at the end of the war, Winkle received a call
from the British Army who believed they had picked up Himmler
disguised as a common soldier, so he went to the Army unit to
try to confirm his identification. Winkle was very familiar with
Himmler and his peculiar gait because of his pre-war time in
Germany, and he asked him two technical questions - why the
Gestapo were responsible for guarding slave labour workers in
German aircraft factories and why he had ordered Werner Von
Braun to be put in prison during the V2 Rocket development
programme? Winkle was then able to verify Himmler's
identity, but although the leading German was imprisoned by the
Army, he committed suicide before he could be put on trial.
Winkle also interviewed Goering who was held prisoner by the
Americans. His opposite number in the USAAF was Col
Watson, who wanted to acquire a couple of jet powered Arado
234s which the British had spare. As a consequence, Winkle
obtained permission to give the Americans the German aircraft
in exchange for an interrogation with Goering but he was only
allowed to ask Goering
technical questions. Winkle
found Goering to be very
pleasant and he answered
all his questions willingly.
When first introduced,
Goering offered to shake his
hand. Protocol prevented
Winkle from accepting the
gesture but instead he
replied with the German

Luftwaffe Fighter Pilot's standard greeting. After that, and
realising Winkle was a pilot, Goering relaxed and was much
easier to interrogate. In assessing the captured Luftwaffe
aircraft German at the end
of the war, the Allies were
hampered by the fact that
there were no technical or
servicing records of
airworthiness status or
hours flown available to
them. They had all been
destroyed, and the German
pilots were totally
uncooperative. But the
ground crew were the
opposite and Winkle
arranged for them to get a
rocket-powered Me163
serviceable which he then
flew - a highly dangerous but very exciting experience. Winkle
also had an interesting meeting with Herr Walter, the German
inventor of the Walter Rocket motor that powered the Me 163
fighters, at his factory near Kiel. Walter's stubborn refusal to talk
about his motor was quickly altered when Winkle drew his Colt
45, placed it against his temple and threatened to shoot him without any real intent because the gun wasn’t loaded, but Herr
Walter didn't know that!... I asked Winkle about the Luftwaffe's
deadly Schrage Musik upward firing cannon fitted to most of their
night fighters that had shot down 20 RAF Lancaster Bombers the
first night that they tested it. Winkle told me he believed that
Bomber Command knew of its existence but did nothing about it
and didn't warn the bomber crews. The Handley Page Halifax
bomber had a problem with the engines cutting out during the
defensive corkscrew manoeuvre so Winkle was asked to look
into it at Farnborough. During the research, Wing Commander
Leonard Cheshire VC made a visit and flew on the flight deck as
an observer. Winkle called him "a very quiet bloke who didn't
have a lot to say" but he was very complimentary when
Farnborough solved the problem by redesigning the shape of the
tail fin. I asked Winkle how he managed, as a Royal Navy Fleet
Air Arm pilot, to integrate with all the RAF pilots who were in the
majority at RAF Farnborough and how he had found RAF senior
officers, and operating under
the RAF command structure.
He explained the peace time
officers were "a pain" but his
wartime colleagues were
very "can do" and much
easier to work with. After
the war Winkle continued
with his test flying duties and
became very involved with
the introduction of jet aircraft
into the Fleet Air Arm.
Moreover, he was the first
pilot in the world to land a jet
aircraft on to an aircraft carrier and he went on to become the
pilot who has flown more aircraft types than any other human
being - a record unlikely to ever be beaten. (Graeme Stagg is an
expat Kiwi now living as a Retired RAF Officer in England, who
served in the RNZAF as aircrew in the 60s before emigrating to
UK to join the RAF. He served 22 years in the RAF and now
lives in Felbridge near East Grinstead in West Sussex, which is
not far from London’s Gatwick Airport where he served his time
in the CAA, Virgin Atlantic Airways and Excel Airways before
retirement in 2007. He is currently Chairman of the East
Grinstead Branch of the Royal Air Forces Association (RAFA)).
YouTube Video from the Past [14] - Eric "Winkle" Brown
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?
shva=1#inbox/15864410a667fd3f?projector=1
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- Buzz Hope - And in the Morning, 141 Squadron RAF
‘and in the morning…’

No. 141 Squadron was formed on Tuesday 1st January
1918 at Rochford, Essex as a Home Defence Squadron for
the London Area. The Squadron moved to RAF Biggin Hill
on Friday 8th February 1918. On 1st March 1919, it moved
to Tallaght County Dublin Ireland and on 14th December
1919 moved to Baldonnel and was disbanded the following
year, on Saturday 1st February 1920. Monday 4th October 1939 saw the
reforming of No.141 Squadron at RAF Turnhouse, Edinburgh, Scotland,
initially equipped with Mk.I and
Mk.II Gloucester Gladiators the
Squadron converted to
Blenheim 1f’s during November
1939, then during April 1940
converted to Boulton Paul
Defiants and became operational on Monday 3rd June 1940 with the first
operational sortie being flown on Saturday 29th June 1940. Operating out
of RAF Turnhouse, Edinburgh from Wednesday 4th October 1939,
transferring to RAF Grangemouth, 3 miles NE of Falkirk, Stirlingshire on
Thursday 19th October; returning to RAF Turnhouse on Friday 28th June
1940. After the fall of France and at the opening phase of the Battle of
Britain the Squadron
moved to RAF West Malling in Kent on Friday 12th July 1940.
Friday 19th July 1940 was a ‘black day’ for the Squadron! On a
single daylight encounter the vulnerability of the Defiant was
identified; No.141 Squadron struck off charge seven aircraft with
12 aircrew casualties; 10 killed and 2 injured after a severe
mauling by Me.109’s during a Convoy Patrol off Dover all within a
15-minute time-period. The Squadron being withdrawn to RAF
Prestwick on 21st July 1940 and re-designated a night fighter unit.
On Saturday 4th December 1943, the Squadron moved to West
Raynham, Norfolk, its role changed to ‘intruder’ operations, flying
Beaufighter’s over occupied Europe, using the Serrate radar detector,
becoming a ‘Founder’ Squadron of the newly formed No.100 Bomber
Group. The Squadron serving in Bomber Command flew a total of 223
operations; flying 1,214 sorties for the loss off 17 aircraft (1.40%), a
further five aircraft were struck off charge due to non-operational
incidents. The Squadron serving in Bomber Command suffered a total
of 35 casualties. The Squadron claimed a total of 70 German aircraft
destroyed, four probable and 21 damaged in the air with a further seven
claimed as destroyed and three damaged on the ground. In doing so
saved many a bomber from an untimely demise. The Squadron also claimed attacking 58 trains, seven ships and a
number of motor transports. Resting Places of the dead that died in Bomber Command: 23 airmen rest in five different
Countries in 15 cemeteries, the remains of Captain H.J.B. D'Hautecourt and Lt. C.E. Kocher were repatriated to France
after the cessation of hostilities. Two airmen have no known grave and are
remembered on the Runnymede Memorial. The average age of those that died
was 25 years, 22 days. No.141 Squadron can also be credited with performing a
very valuable service in the development of the ‘Serrate’ system and its
introduction to No.100
Bomber Group. The Royal
Air Force, Fighter
Command and Bomber
Command can be very
proud of No.141 Squadron
and its achievements
during the Second World
War.
Per Ardua Ad Astra
Extracts from ‘and in
morning…’ series and from
the ‘and in morning…’ data
base. (Photographs –
Crown Copyright)
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Lost Words from our childhood: Words gone as fast as the buggy whip!
Mergatroyd!...
Do you remember that word?
Would you believe the email spell checker did not recognize the word Mergatroyd?
Heavens to Mergatroyd!
The other day a not so elderly (65) (I say 75) lady said something to her son about driving a Jalopy and he looked at
her quizzically and said "What the heck is a Jalopy?"
He never heard of the word jalopy!! She knew she was old..... but not that old. Well, I hope you are Hunky Dory after
you read this and chuckle.
About a month ago, I illuminated some old expressions that have become obsolete because of the inexorable march of
technology. These phrases included "Don't touch that dial," "Carbon copy," "You sound like a broken record" and
"Hung out to dry."
Back in the olden days we had a lot of 'moxie.' We'd put on our best 'bib and tucker' to' straighten up and fly right'.
Heavens to Betsy! Gee whillikers! Jumping Jehoshaphat! Holy moley!
We were 'in like Flynn' and 'living the life of Riley'', and even a regular guy couldn't accuse us of being a knucklehead,
a nincompoop or a pill. Not for all the tea in China!
Back in the olden days, life used to be swell, but when's the last time anything was swell?
Swell has gone the way of beehives, pageboys and the D.A.; of spats, knickers, fedoras, poodle skirts, saddle shoes
and pedal pushers...AND DON'T FORGET.... Saddle Stitched Pants.
Oh, my aching back! Kilroy was here, but he isn't anymore.
We wake up from what surely has been just a short nap, and before we can say, Well, I'll be 'a monkey's uncle!' Or,
This is a 'fine kettle of fish'! We discover that the words we grew up with, the words that seemed omnipresent, as
oxygen, have vanished with scarcely a notice from our tongues and our pens and our keyboards.
Poof, go the words of our youth, the words we've left behind. We blink, and they're gone.
Where have all those great phrases gone? (My Favorite) "Let's all go to the beach Saturday"...
Long gone: Pshaw, The milkman did it. Hey! It's your nickel. Don't forget to pull the chain. Knee high to a grasshopper.
Well, Fiddlesticks! Going like sixty. I'll see you in the funny papers. Don't take any wooden nickels. Wake up and smell
the roses.
It turns out there are more of these lost words and expressions than Carter has liver pills. This can be disturbing stuff!
("Carter's Little Liver Pills" are gone too!)
We of a certain age have been blessed to live in changeable times. For a child each new word is like a shiny toy, a toy
that has no age. We at the other end of the chronological arc have the advantage of remembering there are words that
once did not exist and there were words that once strutted their hour upon the earthly stage and now are heard no
more, except in our collective memory. It's one of the greatest advantages of aging.
Leaves us to wonder where Superman will find a phone booth...
See ya later, alligator!
Okidoki

WE ARE THE CHILDREN OF THE FABULOUS 50'S and 60’s...NO ONE WILL EVER HAVE THAT
OPPORTUNITY AGAIN...WE WERE GIVEN ONE OF OUR MOST PRECIOUS GIFTS:
............OUR MEMORIES.......Maybe some of us still have.
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HISTORY - RAF Warmwell

RAF Warmwell was a former Royal Air Force
Station near Warmwell in Dorset, England from 1937 to 1946,
located about 5 miles east-southeast of Dorchester; 100
miles southwest of London.
During the Second World War it was used by the Royal Air
Force and the United States Army Air Forces Ninth Air Force.

at the time of the Battle of Britain. Initially, Warmwell acted
as a forward operating base for Spitfires of 609 Sqn from
Middle Wallop - the aircraft flying in and out each day - but
152 Sqn’s Spitfires were later permanently based at
Warmwell, and together these fighter aircraft enjoyed success
against the German bombers attacking the Portland naval
Current use:
base and other South Coast targets.
The site on which RAF Warmwell once lay is now a small
The success was not, however, in one direction alone, and
village called Crossways, the original taxiway is still in use as Warmwell itself came under heavy air attack on more than
a road through the village (where two dispersal pans still
one occasion, with information released post war revealing
remain), and the old station cinema is now the village hall, the that one of the very first Ultra intercepts decoded was in
old ATC tower has now been converted into a dwelling
connection with a planned attack on Warmwell. The Heaviest
(Egdon House) that has been extensively modified and is not damage, in terms of lives lost, was on 1 April 1941 when
easily recognisable as such. Two bellman style hangars still
seven personnel were killed and another 18 injured.
remain, rumoured to be used by local farmers for fertilizer
storage, and other buildings exist in the woodland areas
surrounding Crossways, although some have been
demolished. One of the base's billets is now one of the local
shops. During clearance work in preparation for new buildings
on the North East side of the old airfield a brick block house
and a concrete rifle range were revealed. Both have now
been demolished but the photographs shown were taken just
prior to their removal. Further clearance to build an access
road has resulted in the excavation of a group of the aircraft
tie-down points.
History:
Opened in May 1937 as RAF Woodsford, an Armament
Practice Camp to support the ranges off Chesil Beach, it was
renamed RAF Warmwell the following summer to avoid
confusion with the Avro factory airfield at Woodford,
Manchester. This airfield was a classic example of ‘right
place, right time’, for it was ideally situated as a fighter base

Groundcrew at RAF Warmwell 1940

Military users:
1937 through to WW2:
6 Armament Training Camp, later 6 ATS
62 Sqdn
Armament Practice Camp
WW2: RAF Fighter Command - 11 Group
(Forward Airfield) *Battle of Britain Station
152 (Nizam of Hyderabad) Sqdn - (Vickers-Supermarine
Spitfires) (The Spitfire suspended from the ceiling of the
Science Museum in London was stationed at RAF
Warmwell).
307 (Polish) Sqdn - (Spitfires)
421 (RCAF) Sqdn - (Spitfires)
604 Sqdn - (Bristol Beaufighters)
609 (West Riding of Yorkshire) Sqdn - (Spitfires)
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HISTORY - RAF
689 Sqdn - (Spitfires)
14 & 17 Armament Practice Camp - Miles Masters, Westland
Lysanders, Miles Martinets)
RAF Coastal Command
217 Sqdn - (Avro Ansons)
275 (ASR) Sqdn - (Avro Ansons, Supermarine Walrus &
Spitfires)
277 (ASR) Sqdn*
Location: W of B3390 and roughly 2nm N of the
A352. Adjacent to the MORETON Admiralty Airship Station
according to some records which seems incorrect? Moreton
village is about 4nm NE of Warmwell village so there is
obviously some doubt about this claim. This aerodrome was
about 4nm ESE of Dorchester
Period of operation: 1937 to 1945
Runways:

NE/SW 823 grass
WNW/ESE 1536 grass
NW/SE 823 grass

428th Fighter Squadron (F5)
429th Fighter Squadron (7Y)
430th Fighter Squadron (K6)
The 474th was a group of Ninth Air Force's 70th Fighter
Wing, IX Tactical Air Command.
The group continued operations on the continent providing
tactical air support in support of U.S. First Army until VE Day,
being stationed at Bad Langensalza, Germany (ALG R-2) at
the end of hostilities. The 474th FG returned to Camp
Kilmer, New Jersey during November 1945 and was
inactivated on 8 December 1945.
Construction of RAF Woodsford
(Warmwell) in Dorset began in 1936.
Construction of RAF Woodsford in Dorset began in 1936
converting it from a Gunnery School. Renamed, RAF
Warmwell, the station played an important part in the Battle
of Britain, particularly in the defence of the Portland Naval
Base. RAF Warmwell was renamed Station 454, USAAF
Moreton until it was handed back to the RAF after D Day on
5th August 1944
The History of Dorset’s only RAF Fighter base during the
Battle of Britain – with memories of those who served and
those who lived in and around the base.
The aim of this website is to make the presence of this
excellent publication known to as many people as possible.
The book contains innumerable memories and
reminiscences from people who were involved with and living
near the Dorset RAF Warmwell Air Station.
Crossways is a new village on the Wareham side of
Dorchester. The village, prior to the 1930’s, was a small
hamlet with a cluster of small farms and cottages.
The Air Ministry acquired the local heath and farmland to
build an airfield. This was completed in 1937 and was known
as RAF Woodsford although it was renamed RAF Warmwell
a year later. It played an important part in World War 2 being
a major fighter base during the Battle of Britain and offering
fighter protection for Portland Naval Base and other
important south coast areas.
In the years following the closure of the airfield in 1946 the
runways and operational areas disappeared as a result of the
extraction of valuable sand and gravel by various mineral
companies.

Memorial RAF Warmwell
USAAF use:
While under USAAF control, Warmwell was known
as USAAF Station AAF-454 for security reasons, and by
which it was referred to instead of location. Its Station-ID was
"XW".
474th Fighter Group
The 474th Fighter Group arrived on 12 March 1944 from
Oxnard Flight Strip California flying Lockheed P-38
"Lightnings". Operational squadrons of the group were:

Men of No 609 Squadron RAF relax between sorties at RAF Warmwell on
13 August 1940.
~WWW and Google and also with thanks to my Cousin, Andrew Holland
who bought this to my attention~
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From: Murdo Macleod, Newport-on-Tay
Subject: First Flight
My first military flight very nearly became my last. I was on the
Air Movements course at Abingdon, and part of that course
involved a trip to Wildenrath, Germany, in a Beverley.
The outward leg went smoothly, and we overnighted at
Wildenrath. The following day we loaded up for the trip back to
Abingdon, but unknown to most of us, we were not aware of
the bigger picture, apparently, we overloaded said Beverley by
a few thousand pounds of freight, and the trim was only just
barely in the box and we also had more fuel than we needed.
We all boarded and the aircraft, taxied out onto the runway
and we started our take off run which was very abruptly aborted when we ran out of runway and stopped just short of the
boundary fence.
After reversing back onto the runway, we trundled back to the other end to start again, but this time the pilot reversed all the
way back to the other boundary fence, the load masters came up into the boom, and explained to us what was happening,
explaining about the extra weight and fuel and why we were up against the fence, saying that we needed a bit of extra length
for take-off, sometimes ignorance can be a blessing, as we really had no idea what was happening.
Anyway the pilot held the Bev on the brakes while he maxed the power, then released the brakes and off we went across the
bondu, ontoGlen
the Martin
runway on down the runway and ever so slowly lifted off, gaining height very slowly. We went past the end
of the runway, just over the boundary fence, with our wheels brushing through the tree tops, and just for good measure the
port side under-cart snatched a large bit of pine tree in passing, which was left just dangling there. We told the load master
about it, but all he said was that it would probably fall off by itself; I don't think we were all that convinced.
The tree eventually fell off over the North Sea, which makes you wonder if someone on a fishing boat might have seen a tree
falling out of the sky and what they might have thought about it. Half way across the pilot announced that he was having
trouble with one of the engines and was shutting it down but there was nothing to worry about. Between London and
Abingdon, he had to shut down another one, only this time we weren't so happy about it.
It was dark when we started our descent into Abingdon, and up to that point everything was fine, we touched down and
through some sort of mix-up in the tower an Andover touched down on another runway at the same time. Our pilots put on
full power and somehow, we leapfrogged over the Andover, bounced onto the runway and back into the air, the noise our
engines were making did not sound good. We went around for another landing and this time the pilot asked us to assume
crash positions, as we were going to land on one engine as a the third had given up the ghost, and we didn't have any
brakes.
We came in quite low over the boundary fence and the pilot reversed thrust on our one remaining engine, and we dropped
onto the runway, with an almighty crash and boy did that Bev bounce, we came to a stop eventually off the runway, turned
and made our way to the terminal and the remaining engine was making an awful racket.
We had survived, but the next morning as we went to the school, we went past the Bev, having all four engines removed, we
found out later that two of them had been life-expired and were useless, and the other two went back to the manufacturers
for repairs, not an auspicious way to start a career in Air Movements.
From that day to this I am terrified of flying and I've had quite a few flights and near misses over the years in the RAF,
whoever said that life in the mob was great is a bloody liar, it was fraught with danger at every turn, and if you survived it you
did well. It did of course have its good times as well, and quite a lot fun sometimes. Stories still to tell, the things we did for a
duty-free run, we must have all been certifiable.
Fondest Regards to one and all Murdo Macleod
(Google) http://ukmamsoba.org/obb082616_light.html

This Months Funnies!
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2019 Conference Information

STOP PRESS
Update of 2019 Conference Information with Pictures

Saturday 2nd March 2019
New Venue for AGM 2019
Because of the Sgts Mess at RAF Brize Norton is
no longer doing events at weekends we have had
to relocate the AGM for 2019. The AGM will still
be held on the 2nd March 2019 at 19.00hrs but at
the Blue Boar Hotel in Witney instead (https://
www.blueboarwitney.co.uk/)
Please see photographs attached of the events
room plus a pdf of the buffet menu which we will
be taking up.

Photo’s: by Steve Mullis
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Duxford Visit & Upcoming Events

Discounted Breaks For RAF
Veterans

Well done Ian T Kirk on organising the successful
branch visit to Duxford. Hopefully many more to
come in the future to various locations. — with
Steve Holland and 10 others. — with David
Beardsall, Steve McKenna, Julie Mullis, Ian T
Kirk,Valerie P Sparrowhawk, Malcolm Walton, Mazza Holland, Steve Holland, David
Peachey and Carol Ann Peachey.
The Royal Air Forces Association, the charity that supports the RAF family, is
offering special low rates to new and returning guests at its three Wings
Breaks hotels over the coming months…

A big thank you for everyone that made the effort
to attend the trip to the Duxford war museum, the
weather was extremely kind and I’m sure you will
agree it was an amazing place.
~Ian T Kirk~

The hotels, in some of England’s most sought-after holiday spots, offer welfare
breaks to members of the RAF family, including those who need additional care and
support. Veterans and their spouses, widows, widowers and accompanying carers
are all welcome.
Around 2,500 people take Wings Breaks each year. While many of the guests are
very active and independent, some choose the hotels because the charity’s specially
-trained staff are on hand to provide round-the-clock assistance. The RAF Association’s Head of Hotels, Mark Shields, said the subsidised Wings Breaks enabled a
range of people from the RAF family to take a well-earned rest. He said: “Each location offers bedrooms adapted for people with reduced mobility, and all areas of the
hotels are fitted with care call systems – making Wings Breaks suitable for older
people who may live alone, and for couples where one of them is usually the caregiver.” The charity’s hotels are located in Lytham St Anne’s in Lancashire, WestonSuper-Mare in Somerset, and Rothbury near Morpeth in Northumberland. Mark added: “They all offer a cosy home from home environment, and each has its own garden with patio, a TV lounge, bar and a garden room. All bedrooms are en-suite. For
less mobile guests, mobility scooters and wheelchairs are available for use free of
charge.”

NEW SSAFA SINGLE
POINT OF CONTACT
As part of their contract to provide a Personal
Support & Social Work Service (PS&SWS) to
the Royal Air Force, SSAFA introduced a
Single Point of Contact facility in September
2017. The facility complements existing
SSAFA contact arrangements and offers a
telephone call handling and referral capability
which particular supports those RAF
personnel and families who are located away
from on-station welfare provision.
To get in touch with a SSAFA representative,
in confidence, please call 03000 111 723. That
number is available 24 hours a day, 365 days
a year. Or you can email them at:

psswsRAF@ssafa.org.uk.

2019 Branch AGM
The Global Branch AGM

is being held on Saturday 2nd March 2019
At “Blue Boar” Witney
Accommodation is available at the
“Premier Inn” in Witney (OX28 4JF)
You need to book this direct with
Premier Inn ASAP as the price WILL rise
Prices from £84.50 for the Friday & Saturday Nights
Further details reference the AGM
times and location (etc) &
Accommodation is available by email to:
chair.rafaglobalbranch1370@gmail.com

